Festival of Contemporary Art Music: Concert 2

March 1, 2019  Kimbrough Concert Hall  3:00pm

INTERMISSION after  Skulptures

5  Plectrum (2017)  Amin Sharifi
fixed-media electronics

4  The First Journey (2019)  Bom Saenjak
   1. Awaken; 2. Mania
Ashley Holtrop, clarinet; Garrett Snedeker, piano; Bom Saenjak, choreographer

9.5  Achi (2018)  Zachariah Barnes
Bruce Dale (Bari Sax), Spencer Smith (Marimba)

10  FEMEVizcayaSC (2018)  Monte Taylor
Monte Taylor, live electronics

Daniel Fawcett, cello/electronics

7  Emerge (2018)  Cody Myre
Luke Ellard, clarinet

3.25  I'm the Expert (2018)  Jason Fick
fixed-media electronics

8  All This Talk of Saving Souls (2014)  Eric Lemmon
Keri McCarthy, oboe